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New options prevent theft of high end electronic
devices , yet still allow interaction

A growing number of retailers are turning to electronic merchandise display security systems

June 12, 2017
From SE-KURE CONTROLS, INC

PRESS RELEASE

Iowa town drops in-store
security camera plans

Proposed Waterloo ordinance would have
required a larger mix of businesses to deploy
video surveillance systems

June 7, 2017

NEWS

Toshiba to highlight
video surveillance
solutions at National
Retail Federation loss
prevention conference

New cloud-based network recorders to be center
stage at NRF Protect

June 6, 2017
From TOSHIBA

PRESS RELEASE

Security camera law up
for final council vote in
Waterloo, Iowa

Ordinance to expand the types of businesses
required to install surveillance systems

June 5, 2017

NEWS

Kmart says customer
credit card information
hacked

PII, debit PIN numbers not believed to be
compromised in data breach

June 1, 2017

NEWS

Target reaches $18.5M
settlement with states
over data breach

Retailer agrees to meet certain security provisions
moving forward as part of the agreement

May 24, 2017

NEWS

Vector Security
announces 2017 Loss
Prevention Foundation
scholarship winners

More than $23K given to support loss prevention
continuing education

May 17, 2017
From VECTOR SECURITY

PRESS RELEASE

Vector Security Networks
named 'Supplier of the
Year' by Staples

Company recognized at office supply retailer's
'2017 Global Loss Prevention Conference'

May 17, 2017
From VECTOR SECURITY

PRESS RELEASE

Axis introduces
comprehensive store
optimization and loss
prevention solutions

Company announces new solutions for retail,
which can provide intelligence and drive revenue
growth

May 11, 2017
From AXIS COMMUNICATIONS

PRESS RELEASE

Growth of online
shopping spurs trade in
counterfeit products

It's difficult to measure the impact of sales lost to
counterfeiters because of the underhanded way
counterfeiting occurs

May 1, 2017

NEWS

LP officer at St. Louis area
malls kidnapped and
raped customers,
prosecutors say

Suspect allegedly used threat of incarceration to
coerce victim

April 25, 2017

NEWS

Man with shotgun at
California grocery store
fatally shot by police

Motive behind man's actions under investigation
April 12, 2017

NEWS

2 managers at high-end
Florida gym shot and
killed by former
employee

Police say gunman had been fired for workplace
violence and escorted off the premises before
returning with a gun

April 10, 2017

NEWS

Security, law
enforcement react to
change in U.S.
interrogation technique
Wicklander-Zulawski decision to drop the 'Reid
Method' has generated mixed opinions

ARTICLE

Emerging Technology
Watch: Intelligent
Network Audio
IP-based speakers represent the security
industry’s chance to get in on the ground floor of
an untapped new market

ARTICLE

Vector Security now
accepting applications
for 2017 LPF Scholarships

Intelligent security and home automation
provider continues commitment to furthering loss
prevention education

February 2, 2017
From VECTOR SECURITY

PRESS RELEASE

Milestone community
delivers high profile
retail surveillance
solution across Middle
East and North Africa

Company and its partner community effectively
manage multi-site surveillance and security
operations for the leading shopping mall pioneer

January 19, 2017
From MILESTONE SYSTEMS INC.

PRESS RELEASE

Genetec introduces new Retail Intelligence
application using retailers' existing surveillance
cameras

Company will demonstrate new analytics application at annual NRF convention

January 12, 2017
From GENETEC

PRESS RELEASE

Report paints grim outlook for retail shrink during
the holidays
Period historically seen as boon for retailers marred by increased losses

ARTICLE

Tyco Retail Solutions
introduces
GlobalPartnerEdge
channel program

Channel partners gain differentiated advantage to
deliver comprehensive retail solutions for stores,
supply chains and omni-channel operations

November 9, 2016
From TYCO INTEGRATED SECURITY
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ORC continues to plague
retailers at increasing
rates
Survey finds 100 percent of retailers have been
victimized by ORC in the last 12 months

ARTICLE

Mall security officer honored for outstanding
performance

Kevin Soulages of Allied Universal recognized by Simon Properties

October 14, 2016
From ALLIED UNIVERSAL
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Video: Surveillance
footage of Minn. mall
attack released
Authorities say assailant became more interested
in Islam in recent months

VIDEO

Securing some of
Orlando's most iconic
landmarks
SIW gets an inside look at what some of the city’s
top security directors are doing to keep their
facilities safe
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Iris ID biometric system
selected by UAE retailer
for time and attendance

System daily processes more than 3,000 Sharjah
Co-Operation Society employees

August 19, 2016
From IRIS ID SYSTEMS INC.
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U.S. EMV migration
plagued with issues
Retailers at odds with credit card companies,
researchers point out tech flaws
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For retailers of high-end consumer electronics such
as smartphones, tablets, e-readers, drones, digital
cameras, and fitness watches, the customer’s retail
experience can be just as important as loss
prevention.  Often the look, feel, and performance of
the product on display in store, including the ability
to interact and fully experience features such as
menus and apps, can be crucial in a customer’s
purchasing decision.

Yet retailers cannot let expensive merchandise “walk
out the door” due to shoplifting or employee theft. 
According to the 2016 National Retail Security Survey (NRSS), retailer inventory shrinkage accounted for
1.38 percent of sales – up to $1.2 billion from the previous year.  In addition, 47 percent of retailers
surveyed reported increases in overall inventory shrinkage.

Electronic loss prevention devices, which typically involve an alarm console, sensors, and related
accessories, are the ideal way to display this type of merchandise.  Now as a proliferation of new
consumer electronics products hits the market and retailers face competitive pressure to reduce costs
and staffing, a greater array of standard and custom options is further improving this category’s appeal in
the industry.

“Customers need to interact with our latest smartphones to see what has changed and how the devices
perform,” says Bill Jones, an AT&T Regional Director of Asset Protection. “But it is a balancing act between
customer-product interaction and theft deterrence.”

According to Jones, who evaluates loss prevention system cost and effectiveness, in today’s competitive
retail environment, how a product looks and feels when displayed can affect a retailer’s bottom line just
as much as theft prevention.

“We want the focus to be on the product, rather than on the power and security cords,” says Jones. 
“Some of the theft deterrent options on the market create quite a bit of clutter and look outdated.  They
do not match the cutting edge products or brands we promote.” 

Improving Product Presentation

Any electronic loss prevention device – whether alarm console, sensor, pedestal stand, grippers,
tethering or charging cable – should not overshadow the product itself or be cumbersome or difficult to
maintain by employees.  To meet this need, innovators in the industry offer a variety of loss prevention
devices that secure electronic products without the mess and clutter.

A growing number of retailers, for instance, are turning to electronic merchandise display security
systems like the Vantage II by Se-Kure Controls, a Franklin Park, an Illinois-based manufacturer of retail
product security devices.  While most systems require separate wires for security and charging the
electronic device it protects, this system utilizes a single wire to provide both security and power. 

“One of the things that drew us to our display security system is how nice, clean and modern it looked to
have the one cord,” says Kevin Lasky, project manager for Arch Telecom, a wireless retailer with 140
locations in 13 states.  “There is no separate cable running up the side of the pedestal or coming out of
the display to charge the phone.  That was important to us.”

The system also offers an option for dual sensors to prevent theft of the device, as well as detachable
accessories of value such as lithium batteries or a removable camera lens for digital cameras.

To facilitate customer-product interaction in
stores, retailers can pair each smartphone with a
retractable cord so it can be pulled off its pedestal
and easily viewed at a distance several feet away. 
When the shopper returns the phone to the
pedestal, the cord retracts and a magnet enables
ideal product positioning.

The industry has also managed to further reduce
clutter in retail showrooms by streamlining how
electronic devices are powered.

Some alarm consoles, such as those from Se-Kure
Controls, have been designed to provide

continuous power and security to multiple 5V devices such as tablets, smartphones, and e-readers
through a single cable via a series of USB ports.  Up to twelve devices can be charged from one alarm
console.  This eliminates the need to plug in a bulky power adapter for each device into a power strip
mounted below the display.

AT&T’s Jones says he is also impressed with the simplified, cleaner look of the single cord approach.  It
also simplifies removal of electronic products to a more secure location each evening to prevent “smash
and grab” robbery attempts.

“At the end of each day, we put all our devices in an inventory room, and then each morning we put
them back on the display counters,” he adds.  “Having just one cord helps us close down and set back up
faster.”

According to Jones, Se-Kure Controls’ systems are also very sturdy and durable.  He estimates that not
having to repair or replace items such as the alarm box or power/security cords often can lead to
significant savings annually.  “In an organization as big as ours, it can add up to millions of dollars over
time,” says Jones.

Because retail settings vary widely in their display requirements, loss prevention devices frequently need
to be customized.  Some manufacturers of loss prevention devices have the capability and resources to
make critical adjustments.  This can include accommodating devices to the number and size of items
requiring protection, along with features such as pedestal height, security cord length, size, color, and
retractability, as well as alarm, power, and sensor options.

With in-house metal fabrication and plastic injection
molding capabilities, as well as electronic
manufacturing expertise, Se-Kure Controls is also
able to adapt to inevitable changes in the types and
styles of consumer electronics on the market.

With the global market for wearable electronics
projected to surpass $30 billion by 2020, the need to
adapt loss prevention devices to protect new
products while allowing for continued customer
interaction will only increase.

“Our retail stores are always experimenting with
what we carry,” says Jones.  “As technology
continues to change, the adaptability of our loss prevention vendors to accommodate those changes is
important to us.”

For more info, call 800-250-9260 toll free; fax: 847-288-9999; email info@se-kure.com; visit www.se-
kure.com; write to Se-Kure Controls, Inc., 3714 Runge St., Franklin Park, IL  60131, USA.

Voice your opinion!

No comments have been added yet. Want to start the conversation?
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Se-Kure Controls' Vantage II eliminates clutter and highlights the product on display utilizing a single wire for
security and power.
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RETAIL

New options prevent theft of high end electronic
devices , yet still allow interaction

A growing number of retailers are turning to electronic merchandise display security systems

June 12, 2017
From SE-KURE CONTROLS, INC

PRESS RELEASE

Iowa town drops in-store
security camera plans

Proposed Waterloo ordinance would have
required a larger mix of businesses to deploy
video surveillance systems

June 7, 2017

NEWS

Toshiba to highlight
video surveillance
solutions at National
Retail Federation loss
prevention conference

New cloud-based network recorders to be center
stage at NRF Protect

June 6, 2017
From TOSHIBA

PRESS RELEASE

Security camera law up
for final council vote in
Waterloo, Iowa

Ordinance to expand the types of businesses
required to install surveillance systems

June 5, 2017

NEWS

Kmart says customer
credit card information
hacked

PII, debit PIN numbers not believed to be
compromised in data breach

June 1, 2017

NEWS

Target reaches $18.5M
settlement with states
over data breach

Retailer agrees to meet certain security provisions
moving forward as part of the agreement

May 24, 2017

NEWS

Vector Security
announces 2017 Loss
Prevention Foundation
scholarship winners

More than $23K given to support loss prevention
continuing education

May 17, 2017
From VECTOR SECURITY

PRESS RELEASE

Vector Security Networks
named 'Supplier of the
Year' by Staples

Company recognized at office supply retailer's
'2017 Global Loss Prevention Conference'

May 17, 2017
From VECTOR SECURITY

PRESS RELEASE

Axis introduces
comprehensive store
optimization and loss
prevention solutions

Company announces new solutions for retail,
which can provide intelligence and drive revenue
growth

May 11, 2017
From AXIS COMMUNICATIONS

PRESS RELEASE

Growth of online
shopping spurs trade in
counterfeit products

It's difficult to measure the impact of sales lost to
counterfeiters because of the underhanded way
counterfeiting occurs

May 1, 2017

NEWS

LP officer at St. Louis area
malls kidnapped and
raped customers,
prosecutors say

Suspect allegedly used threat of incarceration to
coerce victim

April 25, 2017

NEWS

Man with shotgun at
California grocery store
fatally shot by police

Motive behind man's actions under investigation
April 12, 2017

NEWS

2 managers at high-end
Florida gym shot and
killed by former
employee

Police say gunman had been fired for workplace
violence and escorted off the premises before
returning with a gun

April 10, 2017

NEWS

Security, law
enforcement react to
change in U.S.
interrogation technique
Wicklander-Zulawski decision to drop the 'Reid
Method' has generated mixed opinions

ARTICLE

Emerging Technology
Watch: Intelligent
Network Audio
IP-based speakers represent the security
industry’s chance to get in on the ground floor of
an untapped new market

ARTICLE

Vector Security now
accepting applications
for 2017 LPF Scholarships

Intelligent security and home automation
provider continues commitment to furthering loss
prevention education

February 2, 2017
From VECTOR SECURITY

PRESS RELEASE

Milestone community
delivers high profile
retail surveillance
solution across Middle
East and North Africa

Company and its partner community effectively
manage multi-site surveillance and security
operations for the leading shopping mall pioneer

January 19, 2017
From MILESTONE SYSTEMS INC.

PRESS RELEASE

Genetec introduces new Retail Intelligence
application using retailers' existing surveillance
cameras

Company will demonstrate new analytics application at annual NRF convention

January 12, 2017
From GENETEC

PRESS RELEASE

Report paints grim outlook for retail shrink during
the holidays
Period historically seen as boon for retailers marred by increased losses

ARTICLE

Tyco Retail Solutions
introduces
GlobalPartnerEdge
channel program

Channel partners gain differentiated advantage to
deliver comprehensive retail solutions for stores,
supply chains and omni-channel operations

November 9, 2016
From TYCO INTEGRATED SECURITY

PRESS RELEASE

ORC continues to plague
retailers at increasing
rates
Survey finds 100 percent of retailers have been
victimized by ORC in the last 12 months

ARTICLE

Mall security officer honored for outstanding
performance

Kevin Soulages of Allied Universal recognized by Simon Properties

October 14, 2016
From ALLIED UNIVERSAL

PRESS RELEASE

Video: Surveillance
footage of Minn. mall
attack released
Authorities say assailant became more interested
in Islam in recent months

VIDEO

Securing some of
Orlando's most iconic
landmarks
SIW gets an inside look at what some of the city’s
top security directors are doing to keep their
facilities safe

ARTICLE

Iris ID biometric system
selected by UAE retailer
for time and attendance

System daily processes more than 3,000 Sharjah
Co-Operation Society employees

August 19, 2016
From IRIS ID SYSTEMS INC.

PRESS RELEASE

U.S. EMV migration
plagued with issues
Retailers at odds with credit card companies,
researchers point out tech flaws

ARTICLE

Loading

New options prevent theft of high end electronic
devices , yet still allow interaction
SOURCE: SE-KURE CONTROLS, INC JUN 12, 2017
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For retailers of high-end consumer electronics such
as smartphones, tablets, e-readers, drones, digital
cameras, and fitness watches, the customer’s retail
experience can be just as important as loss
prevention.  Often the look, feel, and performance of
the product on display in store, including the ability
to interact and fully experience features such as
menus and apps, can be crucial in a customer’s
purchasing decision.

Yet retailers cannot let expensive merchandise “walk
out the door” due to shoplifting or employee theft. 
According to the 2016 National Retail Security Survey (NRSS), retailer inventory shrinkage accounted for
1.38 percent of sales – up to $1.2 billion from the previous year.  In addition, 47 percent of retailers
surveyed reported increases in overall inventory shrinkage.

Electronic loss prevention devices, which typically involve an alarm console, sensors, and related
accessories, are the ideal way to display this type of merchandise.  Now as a proliferation of new
consumer electronics products hits the market and retailers face competitive pressure to reduce costs
and staffing, a greater array of standard and custom options is further improving this category’s appeal in
the industry.

“Customers need to interact with our latest smartphones to see what has changed and how the devices
perform,” says Bill Jones, an AT&T Regional Director of Asset Protection. “But it is a balancing act between
customer-product interaction and theft deterrence.”

According to Jones, who evaluates loss prevention system cost and effectiveness, in today’s competitive
retail environment, how a product looks and feels when displayed can affect a retailer’s bottom line just
as much as theft prevention.

“We want the focus to be on the product, rather than on the power and security cords,” says Jones. 
“Some of the theft deterrent options on the market create quite a bit of clutter and look outdated.  They
do not match the cutting edge products or brands we promote.” 

Improving Product Presentation

Any electronic loss prevention device – whether alarm console, sensor, pedestal stand, grippers,
tethering or charging cable – should not overshadow the product itself or be cumbersome or difficult to
maintain by employees.  To meet this need, innovators in the industry offer a variety of loss prevention
devices that secure electronic products without the mess and clutter.

A growing number of retailers, for instance, are turning to electronic merchandise display security
systems like the Vantage II by Se-Kure Controls, a Franklin Park, an Illinois-based manufacturer of retail
product security devices.  While most systems require separate wires for security and charging the
electronic device it protects, this system utilizes a single wire to provide both security and power. 

“One of the things that drew us to our display security system is how nice, clean and modern it looked to
have the one cord,” says Kevin Lasky, project manager for Arch Telecom, a wireless retailer with 140
locations in 13 states.  “There is no separate cable running up the side of the pedestal or coming out of
the display to charge the phone.  That was important to us.”

The system also offers an option for dual sensors to prevent theft of the device, as well as detachable
accessories of value such as lithium batteries or a removable camera lens for digital cameras.

To facilitate customer-product interaction in
stores, retailers can pair each smartphone with a
retractable cord so it can be pulled off its pedestal
and easily viewed at a distance several feet away. 
When the shopper returns the phone to the
pedestal, the cord retracts and a magnet enables
ideal product positioning.

The industry has also managed to further reduce
clutter in retail showrooms by streamlining how
electronic devices are powered.

Some alarm consoles, such as those from Se-Kure
Controls, have been designed to provide

continuous power and security to multiple 5V devices such as tablets, smartphones, and e-readers
through a single cable via a series of USB ports.  Up to twelve devices can be charged from one alarm
console.  This eliminates the need to plug in a bulky power adapter for each device into a power strip
mounted below the display.

AT&T’s Jones says he is also impressed with the simplified, cleaner look of the single cord approach.  It
also simplifies removal of electronic products to a more secure location each evening to prevent “smash
and grab” robbery attempts.

“At the end of each day, we put all our devices in an inventory room, and then each morning we put
them back on the display counters,” he adds.  “Having just one cord helps us close down and set back up
faster.”

According to Jones, Se-Kure Controls’ systems are also very sturdy and durable.  He estimates that not
having to repair or replace items such as the alarm box or power/security cords often can lead to
significant savings annually.  “In an organization as big as ours, it can add up to millions of dollars over
time,” says Jones.

Because retail settings vary widely in their display requirements, loss prevention devices frequently need
to be customized.  Some manufacturers of loss prevention devices have the capability and resources to
make critical adjustments.  This can include accommodating devices to the number and size of items
requiring protection, along with features such as pedestal height, security cord length, size, color, and
retractability, as well as alarm, power, and sensor options.

With in-house metal fabrication and plastic injection
molding capabilities, as well as electronic
manufacturing expertise, Se-Kure Controls is also
able to adapt to inevitable changes in the types and
styles of consumer electronics on the market.

With the global market for wearable electronics
projected to surpass $30 billion by 2020, the need to
adapt loss prevention devices to protect new
products while allowing for continued customer
interaction will only increase.

“Our retail stores are always experimenting with
what we carry,” says Jones.  “As technology
continues to change, the adaptability of our loss prevention vendors to accommodate those changes is
important to us.”

For more info, call 800-250-9260 toll free; fax: 847-288-9999; email info@se-kure.com; visit www.se-
kure.com; write to Se-Kure Controls, Inc., 3714 Runge St., Franklin Park, IL  60131, USA.

Voice your opinion!

No comments have been added yet. Want to start the conversation?

This site requires you to login or register to post a comment.
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Se-Kure Controls' Vantage II eliminates clutter and highlights the product on display utilizing a single wire for
security and power.
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